Christmass Bliss planning tool will take the stress away from
Christmas
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05 December, 2018 – If the run-up to Christmas leaves you feeling more fretful than festive, then help
is at hand with the launch of Christmass Bliss (https://christmassbliss.co.uk/), a new planning tool that
will take all the worry away from planning the big day.
“It’s the most wonderful time of the year” goes the song, but for those in charge of making
Christmas happen, it’s a month (or more) involving lots of planning, a huge ‘to do’ list and the
responsibility to make sure everything goes to plan. Whether it’s coming up with locations for elf on
the shelf (https://christmassbliss.co.uk/preparing-for-the-elf-to-visit/), organising the office Secret
Santa (https://christmassbliss.co.uk/organising-the-office-secret-santa/), cooking Christmas lunch or
just general organisation (https://christmassbliss.co.uk/getting-organised-in-time-for-christmas/), the
run up to Christmas can feel like a never-ending series of chores.
Christmass Bliss has been designed for frazzled festive planners who feel in need of their own elf
helper. The tool has tips (https://christmassbliss.co.uk/blog/) on how to approach a variety of Christmas
processes, and will be adding a new one every day during December. Users can then create their own
tailored interactive checklists / planners for each Christmas process, and with all the right processes
listed in the right order can enjoy the satisfaction of ticking off tasks as they go along.
2017 research by the Royal Society for Public Health
(https://www.rsph.org.uk/about-us/news/family-arguments-most-stressful-part-of-christmas-poll-finds.html)
revealed that 76% of people believe family arguments are the most stressful part of Christmas. But using
Christmass Bliss during the run-up to Christmas (including Christmas Day itself) you will know who is
supposed to be doing what and when they are supposed to do it by, giving all concerned a blissful and
stress-free Christmas.
“Christmas is magical but can also feel over-whelming at times,” said Alister Esam, CEO, Process
Bliss. “We already use technology in other areas of Christmas – online shopping, recording favourite
programmes on the Sky+ box – so why not let technology take away some of the strain from organising the
big day? By bringing this business tool into your personal life for planning tasks and breaking Christmas
down into manageable chunks, Christmass Bliss can put some of the magic back into your festive
season.”
Christmass Bliss is a free tool by Process Bliss (https://processbliss.com/), the easy to use process
management tool that helps small businesses stay on top of their everyday processes and tasks.
-endsFor further information visit:
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